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About This Game

 Write word - this is a simulator game for fast typing! During the game, you have for 5 seconds to remember the word that will
appear on the screen, and then write the word. For each correctly entered character you will get +100 points, but if you enter the
wrong character - then you will lose -100 points! Thus, this game trains your memory, as well as improves your typing skills on

the keyboard!

Key game features:
 - Develops memory!

 - Trains your typing skills!
 - Suitable for both children and adults!

 - Minimalistic design!
 - 300 words in the base game!
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A good investment if part of a collection. If your like me and prefer to stock pile parts since it cost less money to upgrade then,
then to buy parts, then this will be very useful to you, Storage upgrade Part 2 (the seond you buy) and Part 3 (the thrid one you
buy) are only really good if you stock pile a heck of alot of parts for quick upgrade later.. So this is one of the better RPG
Maker games I have played. Like many it has very little custom artwork and mostly uses default assets.

This is a pretty traditional RPG system, but it is well balanced. Also the game has a lot of humor and a pretty good story.

Many RPG Maker games are buggy and feel half done. This is an exception, and feels like a real game just made in the engine.

For people that like JRPGs and want an entry with a little humor this is a good game to try.

8/10. Was this designed by a 3 year old? I mean there isn't ONE SINGLE F'ING color that goes along with another.
It's so appalling to watch this garbage. It's something a special ed autistic kid would draw up on MS Paint.

The game itself? It's more demanding than any current Gen AAA titles. My computer is dying trying to run this garbage.

The music? You really can't call it that. It's what you'd expect to hear if you gave a ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ person a xylophone.

The good part? It came with an extra chromossome DLC.. anyone who bought this on steam ed can do nothing about the refund
meaning you have to go through steam and if you have owned it for a while steam will not refund it so your stuck with a useless
dlc. This Windows game work perfectly for me in Steam Linux, via Steam Play. I Use linux Lubuntu with the Nvidia drivers. In
Steam i use the compatibility tool proton 3.7-8. The game start via Steam Play and it work perfectly just like in windows..
Streets Ablaze is a fun, face paced Beat Em Up that ticks a lot of the boxes I'm looking for in a game. Good character roster,
hidden moves, collectibles are all present! The game is still in Alpha now and I can't wait for the full release!. Disclaimer: I
brought this because I am a terrible human being with no willpower to resist extra costumes. Do NOT follow in my example.

This is a slap in the face, seeing as how I paid \u00a360 already, to not inculde this in the season pass. This game is slowly
drowning in the filth that is it's DLC practices.. This game plays like a PG movie with the music and all. Very light-hearted
rescue mission that takes place somewhere in space. Game mechanics were very fluid although I did have one problem with the
mouse cursor popping up from time to time when I didn't really want it to. Biggest downfall of the game is that it's a very short
game (12 minutes if you speed run it--20 if you take your time). I only recommend this game for those interested in getting
another 100% achievement game.
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basicly a phone game a bad one at that
. i tried to tab out of the game and rather than just minimizing there is a giant black/white box covering about 70% of my
screen. i wouldn't care as much if this game wasn't as boring as it was. it's cute, its something but it's just ridiculously simple. i
have spent maybe five minutes max at a time trying to play this game. as bright and neat as it is, the storyline is bland and dull
and the game itself isn't exciting there just isn't a point to play. at first i reccommended this game to someone, and now i regret
it. on the off chance that they might actually buy the game and be as disappointed in it as i am, i don't want them to think that
my taste in games is subpar. upsetting honestly, because i expected so much i generally love puzzles and colorful ones are the
best way to go but. this is just simple and childish. its upsetting.. The game is dead now atm. I played the game before then now
it's dead without servers being onlined. You may end up playing with the bots if you are lucky to log in. Spend your money on
something other than this game. Move on.

It was part of the bundle I bought years ago.. Loved the unicorn!!. I really adore this game. It's a lot of fun to play as drone or
Overseer. Perfect if you are playing with a few people. The feeling it gives when the overseer picks up a drone that walks near
you is mindwrecking. The last game that gave me that feeling was "Splinter Cell: Pandora Tomorrow" multiplayer option.

One big exploit though. If you hover your hand over a drone (make sure that the pick up point is on the drone) it will dissapear.
This doesn't happen when you hover it over the other player. So if the drone doesn't dissapear you know that it's the player.
Please try to fix lthis exploit. The Tom Clancy series fails to disappoint once again.

EndWar is set in the (now) near future. In this imagined future, Alaska has been ceded to Canada, the European Union (minus
Britain, nice guess) has formed into the European Federation, and Russia is, well, Russia. The world isn't doing so great with the
exception of the Russian Federation who is now easily the equal of the U.S. and E.F. Nuclear weapons have been made all but
obsolete as a series of satellite defenses each with their own uplink sector shoot down any detected missile launch. However, a
series of unfortunate events takes place and just like that World War III begins.

The strategic aspect of the game is turn-based. You can choose to play as one of the three Super Powers, and then select a
particular batallion within that faction, each with their own strengths and weaknesses. Every turn, each faction is presented with
a list of options where they can either attack an enemy zone or defend their own. Some zones are more strategically valuable
than others, so some thought has to be put into this choice. Once the choice is made, the battle begins on a unique map. As I
recall, no two zones are exactly alike, but some you'll be playing way more than others, and- unless you are staging a different
sort of attack- the map never changes. The campaign concludes when one Super Power controls all three capitals (Washington
D.C., Paris, Moscow) or one Super Power owns 2/3rds of all tiles on the map.

Speaking of attacks, there are three sorts. The first is a raid where one side attempts to blow up hard targets while the other side
attempts to prevent that. The second is a conquest where both sides scramble to claim as many uplink nodes as possible. When
one player runs out of reinforcements or all uplinks belong to one faction, the battle concludes. The third is a deathmatch of
sorts where all uplinks already belong to the enganging factions and the frontline is therefore drawn; both sides' forces simply
duke it out until as before all reinforcements are destroyed or all uplinks belong to one player.

When it was made, this game was revolutionary in the fact that voice command allowed one to issue orders to units via a
microphone, giving a sense of immersion. In my experience, it's a hit or miss, as you have to speak with complete clarity and
much space between words in order to be understood, and even then it's not 100%. Sometimes it is much faster to speak the
orders, but not too often.

The real charm of the game was World War III, the online multiplayer campaign in which players would effectively fight a
battle as they would in the campaign, but in WWIII the average outcome of each battle from all instances played by all players
was implemented in the next turn, which came after so long a period of time. This had its flaws, but was ultimately successful
and popular, one of the first of its kind, in fact. However, the multiplayer servers for EndWar have long since been taken down,
so, as far as I understand, the war is over.

TL;DR EndWar is a strategy game classic and has all the aspects of a Tom Clancy game. What made the game great then is now
all but obsolete, but you can certainly still find entertainment here.

8/10 #europadidnothingwrong. This addon has received some poor reviews. Let me say I was SUPER excited to see LU
Heritage stock coming to TS. The 1938 Stock may have some recycled sounds, but the interior is certainly a LOT better the
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IoW 483. The Pannier is fabulous, a Pannier with no BR shedplate. This is very nice, but also opens up GWR reskin
opportunities. If we ever want to see any more classic Met stock (Met 1, 353, Milk Brake, etc) reviews need to be good. I will
say, I was disappointed by the fact that only 20142 and not identical 20227 was included, and by the fact that there were no
teaks, merely straight port-IoW coaches, but after running it, and making a few personal changings, I can forget all of those
minor bugs. Hopefully they will change too. It is LU people, what other options are there? I have a feeling this stock will be
coming in useful rather soon as well..... this is too laggy,,,it will be a good game..but need a lot of improvement...lagging very
much. this game is great but i have questions for it

1. why do you need to put your bloodtype in this game? i mean rly? ok have you guys rly have not seen a site that asks for your
bloodtype no but why? thats what a stalker would say yes i know this ame is trying to know you but still it just makes no sence
why you need to put the blood type but not even a single site asks for your blood type execpt for this game particualy you havent
seen a site asking you a blood type i havent seen a site that asks for a bloodtype none just none execpt for this game and besides
why not just not do it well too bad because you cant do it if it dosent allow you i dont know my blood type so i putted b instead
persons who begin this game would be asking questions why it asks your blood type oh and thats not all when i started begin
playing my screen was flashing black when ever i play it no matter how long it would still be there idk if its my computer or the
game but if its the game then fix it

2.you dont get to choose your own star shaped animal it actully randomizes it instead now your gonna ask me why this is a
queastion but you figure it out now you see once you began filling up the name and stuff it actully randomizes what star shaped
animal you would be i got leo and i was lucky because leo is good at fighting and i was really surprised oh and thats not all theres
actully a love meter too this got me confused why they added a love meter but i havent even seen a fighting game that has love
in it like rly? THIS IS A FIGHTING GAME NOT A LOVE GAME oh and by the way i dont even think you can date in this
game and if there is then why does it? this seems to be a messed up game if you ask me and besides this shouldint be a little bit
of love in there it suppose to be all fighting not love oh and why do you even need a id to buy and view your inventory like why
do you even need that fighting games shouldint have that ya know and dont ask me why they added an id because the company
who made this game are rly stupid to see if this is how a fighting game is i bet they havent even played a fighting game before
but i dont even know why they came up with this idea like rly and id to buy and look in your inventory like that doesent make
sence oh and speaking oh and thats not all you cant run because the walking animation is the run so you dont need to do that but
that spoils the fun here oh and dont blame me the walking animation being the running im just saying this because i played
enough fighting online games this game is a game that literlly doesent make sence
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